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Alphabetic Labyrinth The Letters In History
And Imagination
Marina Leslie draws on three important early modern utopian texts—Thomas More's
Utopia, Francis Bacon's New Atlantis, and Margaret Cavendish's Description of a New
World Called the Blazing World—as a means of exploring models for historical
transformation and of addressing the relationship of literature and history in
contemporary critical practice. While the genre of utopian texts is a fertile terrain for
historicist readings, Leslie demonstrates that utopia provides unstable ground for
charting out the relation of literary text to historical context. In particular, she examines
the ways that both Marxist and new historicist critics have taken the literary utopia not
simply as one form among many available for reading historically but as a privileged
form or methodological paradigm. Rather than approach utopia by mapping out a fixed
set of formal features, or by tracing the development of the genre, Leslie elaborates a
history of utopia as critical practice. Moreover, by taking every reading of utopia to be
as historically symptomatic as the literary production it assesses, her book integrates
readings of these three English Renaissance utopias with an analysis of the history and
politics of reading utopia. Throughout, Leslie considers utopia as a fictional enactment
of historical process and method. In her view, these early modern utopian constructions
of history relate very closely to and impinge upon the narrative structures of history
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assumed by critical theory today.
The Alphabetic LabyrinthThe Letters in History and ImaginationThames & Hudson
Provides an international collection of studies on knowledge-intensive organizations
with insight into organizational realities as varied as universities, consulting agencies,
corporations, and high-tech start-ups.
Object Lessons is a series of short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of
ordinary things. Why do we sign our names? How can a squiggle both enslave and
liberate? Signatures often require a witness-as if the scrawl itself is not enough. What
other kinds of beliefs and longings justify our signing practices? Signature addresses
these questions as it roams from a roundtable on the Greek island of Syros, to a scene
of handwriting analysis conducted in an English pub, from a wedding in Moscow, where
guests sign the bride's body, to a San Franciscan tattoo parlor interested in arcane
forms. The signature's history encompasses ancient handprints on cave walls,
autograph hunters, the branding of slaves, metaphysical poetry, medical malpractice,
hip-hop lyrics, legal challenges to electronic signatures, ice cores harvested from
Greenland, and tales of forgery and autopens. Part cultural chronicle, part travelogue,
Signature pursues the identifying marks made by people, animals, and planetary
forces, revealing the stories and fantasies hidden in their signatures. Object Lessons is
published in partnership with an essay series in the The Atlantic.
The Alphabet of Discord
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Signature
How the Alphabet Has Shaped the Western View of the World
Lettering & Type: Creating Letters and Designing Typefaces
The Abcedrian System
Preaching in the Electronic Age
The Rhetoricity of Letterforms

If economics is about the allocation of resources, then what is the most precious
resource in our new information economy? Certainly not information, for we are
drowning in it. No, what we are short of is the attention to make sense of that
information. With all the verve and erudition that have established his earlier
books as classics, Richard A. Lanham here traces our epochal move from an
economy of things and objects to an economy of attention. According to Lanham,
the central commodity in our new age of information is not stuff but style, for style
is what competes for our attention amidst the din and deluge of new media. In
such a world, intellectual property will become more central to the economy than
real property, while the arts and letters will grow to be more crucial than
engineering, the physical sciences, and indeed economics as conventionally
practiced. For Lanham, the arts and letters are the disciplines that study how
human attention is allocated and how cultural capital is created and traded. In an
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economy of attention, style and substance change places. The new attention
economy, therefore, will anoint a new set of moguls in the business world—not the
CEOs or fund managers of yesteryear, but new masters of attention with a
grounding in the humanities and liberal arts. Lanham’s The Electronic Word was
one of the earliest and most influential books on new electronic culture. The
Economics of Attention builds on the best insights of that seminal book to map
the new frontier that information technologies have created.
Johanna Drucker has spent many years researching writing and typography; this
book is the result of a lifetime's interest. In it she examines the many imaginative,
often idiosyncratic ways in which the letters of the alphabet have been assigned
value in political, spiritual, or religious belief systems over two millennia--as well
as presenting the more general aspects of the history of lettering, printing and
calligraphy.
Medieval Islamic Civilization examines the socio-cultural history of the regions
where Islam took hold between the seventh and sixteenth century. This important
two-volume work contains over 700 alphabetically arranged entries, contributed
and signed by international scholars and experts in fields such as Arabic
languages, Arabic literature, architecture, art history, history, history of science,
Islamic arts, Islamic studies, Middle Eastern studies, Near Eastern studies,
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politics, religion, Semitic studies, theology, and more. This reference provides an
exhaustive and vivid portrait of Islamic civilization including the many scientific,
artistic, and religious developments as well as all aspects of daily life and culture.
For a full list of entries, contributors, and more, visit www.routledgeny.com/middleages/Islamic.
Typography, Referenced is the single most comprehensive volume covering
every aspect of typography that any design student, professional designer, or
design aficionado needs to know today. In these pages, you'll find: —Thousands
of illustrated examples of contemporary usage in design —Historical
developments from Greek lapidary letters to the movie Helvetica —Landmark
designs turning single letters into typefaces —Definitions of essential type-specific
language, terms, ideas, principles, and processes —Ways technology has
influenced and advanced type —The future of type on the web, mobile devices,
tablets, and beyond In short, Typography, Referenced is the ultimate source of
typographic information and inspiration, documenting and chronicling the full
scope of essential typographic knowledge and design from the beginnings of
moveable type to the present "golden age" of typography.
Opinion Writing
Renaissance Utopias and the Problem of History
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Typography, Referenced
An Introduction
Inventing the Alphabet
The Economics of Attention
A Handbook for Computational Art and Design
Islamic civilization flourished in the Middle Ages across a vast
geographical area that spans today's Middle and Near East. First
published in 2006, Medieval Islamic Civilization examines the sociocultural history of the regions where Islam took hold between the 7th
and 16th centuries. This important two-volume work contains over 700
alphabetically arranged entries, contributed and signed by
international scholars and experts in fields such as Arabic languages,
Arabic literature, architecture, history of science, Islamic arts,
Islamic studies, Middle Eastern studies, Near Eastern studies,
politics, religion, Semitic studies, theology, and more. Entries also
explore the importance of interfaith relations and the permeation of
persons, ideas, and objects across geographical and intellectual
boundaries between Europe and the Islamic world. This reference work
provides an exhaustive and vivid portrait of Islamic civilization and
brings together in one authoritative text all aspects of Islamic
civilization during the Middle Ages. Accessible to scholars, students
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and non-specialists, this resource will be of great use in research
and understanding of the roots of today's Islamic society as well as
the rich and vivid culture of medieval Islamic civilization.
The Letter and the Cosmos is a sharp and entertaining examination of
how languages, letterforms, orthography, and writing tools have
reflected our hidden obsession with the alphabet,
Richly illustrated with often antic images from alphabet books and
primers, The Story of A relates the history of the alphabet as a genre
of text for children and of alphabetization as a social practice in
America, from early modern reading primers to the literature of the
American Renaissance. Offering a poetics of alphabetization and
explicating the alphabet's tropes and rhetorical strategies, the
author demonstrates the far-reaching cultural power of such apparently
neutral statements as "A is for apple." The new market for children's
books in the eighteenth century established for the "republic of ABC"
a cultural potency equivalent to its high-culture counterpart, the
"republic of letters," while shaping its child-readers into consumers.
As a central rite of socialization, alphabetization schooled children
to conflicting expectations, as well as to changing models of
authority, understandings of the world, and uses of literature. In the
nineteenth century, literacy became a crucial aspect of American
middle-class personality and subjectivity. Furnishing the readers and
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writers needed for a national literature, the alphabetization of
America between 1800 and 1850 informed the sentimental-reform novel as
well as the self-consciously aesthetic novel of the 1850s. Through
readings of conduct manuals, reading primers, and a sentimental
bestseller, the author shows how the alphabet became embedded in a
maternal narrative, which organized the world through domestic
affections. Nathaniel Hawthorne, by contrast, insisted on the
artificiality of the alphabet and its practices in his antimimetic,
hermetic The Scarlet Letter, with its insistent focus on the letter A.
By understanding this novel as part of the network of alphabetization,
The Story of A accounts for its uniquely persistent cultural role. The
author concludes, in an epilogue, with a reading of postmodern
alphabets and their implications for the future of literacy.
In this fiercely ambitious study, Meredith Anne Hoy seeks to
reestablish the very definitions of digital art and aesthetics in art
history. She begins by problematizing the notion of digital
aesthetics, tracing the nineteenth- and twentieth-century movements
that sought to break art down into its constituent elements, which in
many ways predicted and paved the way for our acceptance of digital
art. Through a series of case studies, Hoy questions the separation
between analog and digital art and finds that while there may be
sensual and experiential differences, they fall within the same
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technological categories. She also discusses computational art, in
which the sole act of creation is the building of a self-generating
algorithm. The medium isn't the message - what really matters is the
degree to which the viewer can sense a creative hand in the art.
The A-to-Z History of Our Alphabet
Code as Creative Medium
The Spiritual Imagination of the Beats
The Letter and the Cosmos
The Typographic Medium
Letter Perfect
The Letters in History and Imagination
The bestselling graphic design reference, updated for the digital age Meggs' History of Graphic Design
is the industry's unparalleled, award-winning reference. With over 1,400 high-quality images
throughout, this visually stunning text guides you through a saga of artistic innovators, breakthrough
technologies, and groundbreaking developments that define the graphic design field. The initial
publication of this book was heralded as a publishing landmark, and author Philip B. Meggs is credited
with significantly shaping the academic field of graphic design. Meggs presents compelling,
comprehensive information enclosed in an exquisite visual format. The text includes classic topics such
as the invention of writing and alphabets, the origins of printing and typography, and the advent of
postmodern design. This new sixth edition has also been updated to provide: The latest key
developments in web, multimedia, and interactive design Expanded coverage of design in Asia and the
Middle East Emerging design trends and technologies Timelines framed in a broader historical context
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to help you better understand the evolution of contemporary graphic design Extensive ancillary
materials including an instructor's manual, expanded image identification banks, flashcards, and
quizzes You can't master a field without knowing the history. Meggs' History of Graphic Design presents
an all-inclusive, visually spectacular arrangement of graphic design knowledge for students and
professionals. Learn the milestones, developments, and pioneers of the trade so that you can shape the
future.
In recent years the role of religion in the avant-garde has begun to attract scholarly interest. The
present volume focuses on the work of the Romanian Jewish poet and visual artist Isidore Isou
(1925–2007) who founded the lettrist movement in the 1940s. The Jewish tradition played a critical part
in the Western avant-garde as represented by lettrism. The links between lettrism and Judaism are
substantial, yet they have been largely unexplored until now. The study investigates the works of a
movement that explicitly emphasises its vanguard position while relying on a medieval religious
tradition as a source of radical textual techniques. It accounts for lettrism’s renunciation of mainstream
traditions in favour of a subversive tradition, in this case Jewish mysticism. The religious inclination of
lettrism also affects the notion of the avant-garde. The elements of the Jewish tradition in Isou’s
theories and artistic production evoke a broader framework where religion and experimental art
supplement each other.
Alphabetic letters are ubiquitous, multivalent, and largely ignored. Playful Letters reveals their
important cultural contributions through Alphabetics—a new interpretive model for understanding
artistic production that attends to the signifying interplay of the graphemic, phonemic, lexical, and
material capacities of letters. A key period for examining this interplay is the century and a half after the
invention of printing, with its unique media ecology of print, manuscript, sound, and image. Drawing on
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Shakespeare, anthropomorphic typography, figured letters, and Cyrillic pedagogy and politics, this book
explores the ways in which alphabetic thinking and writing inform literature and the visual arts, and it
develops reading strategies for the “letterature” that underwrites such cultural production. Playful
Letters begins with early modern engagements with the alphabet and the human body—an intersection
where letterature emerges with startling force. The linking of letters and typography with bodies
produced a new kind of literacy. In turn, educational habits that shaped letter learning and writing
permeated the interrelated practices of typography, orthography, and poetry. These mutually informing
processes render visible the persistent crumbling of words into letters and their reconstitution into
narrative, poetry, and image. In addition to providing a rich history of literary and artistic alphabetic
interrogation in early modern Western Europe and Russia, Playful Letters contributes to the continuous
story of how people use new technologies and media to reflect on older forms, including the alphabet
itself.
What is the relationship between writing systems and nationalism? How can different alphabets coexist
in the same country? What is the destiny of the Cyrillic alphabet in Europe? Giustina Selvelli’s original
work provides detailed answers to these far-reaching and potentially divisive questions and many more
by examining several intriguing debates on topics of alphabets and national identity in a number of
countries from the Balkan area over the course of the last 100 years. Following an encompassing
perspective on alphabetic diversity, Selvelli, an expert on Southeast European Studies, reconstructs the
ideological context of national discourses connected to the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets, also taking a
look at the Arabic and Glagolitic scripts, and interweaving issues on the symbolism of the alphabet with
the complex recent history of the region, marked by the parallel influences of the East and the West. She
also sheds light on the impact of a range of alphabet policies on ethnolinguistic minorities, proposing a
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new definition of “alphabetic rights” with special regard to the multiethnic legacy of the former
Ottoman and Habsburg empires. This comprehensive book makes us discover the privileged role that
writing systems played in the region’s delicate post-imperial and post-socialist transitions, leaving us
captivated by peculiar stories such as that of the utopian “Yugoslav alphabet”.
Classic Maya and the Matter of Permanence
Cyberpl@y
"Sefer Yesirah" and Its Contexts
Handbook of Research on Knowledge-Intensive Organizations
The Life Within
Hebrew for the Goyim
This volume, a sequel to Form Miming Meaning (1999) and The Motivated Sign (2001), offers
a selection of papers given at the Third International Symposium on Iconicity in Language and
Literature (Jena 2001). The studies collected here present a number of new departures.
Special consideration is given to the way non-linguistic visual and auditory signs (such as
gestures and bird sounds) are represented in language, and more specifically in 'signed'
language, and how such signs influence semantic conceptualization. Other studies examine
more closely how visual signs and representations of time and space are incorporated or
reflected in literary language, in fiction as well as (experimental) poetry. A further new
approach concerns intermedial iconicity, which emerges in art when its medium is changed or
another medium is imitated. A more abstract, diagrammatic type of iconicity is again
investigated, with reference to both language and literature: some essays focus on the device
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of reduplication, isomorphic tendencies in word formation and on creative iconic patterns in
syntax, while others explore numerical design in Dante and geometrical patterning in Dylan
Thomas. A number of theoretically-oriented papers pursue post-Peircean approaches, such as
the application of reader-response theory and of systems theory to iconicity.
Letters are tangible language. Joining together in endless combinations to actually show
speech, letters convey our messages and tell our stories. While we encounter these tiny
shapes hundreds of times a day, we take for granted the long, fascinating history behind one of
the most fundamental of human inventions -- the alphabet. The heart of the book is the 26 factfilled “biographies” of letters A through Z, each one identifying the letterʼs particular significance
for modern readers, tracing its development from ancient forms, and discussing its noteworthy
role in literature and other media. We learn, for example, why the letter X has a sinister and
sexual aura, how B came to signify second best, why the word “mother” in many languages
starts with M, and what is the story of O. Packed with information and lavishly illustrated, Letter
Perfect is not only accessible and entertaining, but essential to the appreciation of our own
language.
For a long time, we have been dependent on other cultures to find alphabetic magic for our
own lives. In this book, a system is presented that will accomodate every magical technique
used with the other alphabets, but using the familiar American alphabet that we all know and
use daily. This is a complete handbook for the system. All the parts are described and
illustrated for those who wish to explore this new way of bringing magic into the magical
practice. While a lot remains to be published in the specifics that are mentioned, this book will
give you all the tools to work with the system. If you prefer to apply your own magical alphabet
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to the system, you can. Correspondences are provided in the Appendix. But here is a way to
work with a language you know, with letters you are already acquainted with, in a variety of
ways that are new.
Beautifully written and illustrated, The Life Within is the first full study of the vitality and
materiality of Classic Maya art and writing and the quest for transcendence and immortality.
An Encyclopedia - Volume I
The Alphabetization of America from the New England Primer to the Scarlet Letter
An Encyclopedia
Language Visible
The Geographic Revolution in Early America
The Advertising Age Encyclopedia of Advertising
Theology, Mystery, and the Transcendence of Literature

"This book offers a kind of guided tour of these sacred
languages and locales. Drawing upon the academic disciplines
of comparative religion and sociolinguistics, it is neither
a narrow treatise in linguistics nor a comprehensive global
history. It is interested in the "outside," not the
"inside," of sacred languages. That is to say, instead of
focusing on the nuts and bolts of the language (grammar,
morphology, phonology, etc.), it looks at languages as a
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social and religious phenomenon"-For a full list of entries and contributors, a generous
selection of sample entries, and more, visit the The
"Advertising Age" Encyclopedia of Advertising website.
Featuring nearly 600 extensively illustrated entries, The
Advertising Age Encyclopedia of Advertising provides
detailed historic surveys of the world's leading agencies
and major advertisers, as well as brand and market
histories; it also profiles the influential men and women in
advertising, overviews advertising in the major countries of
the world, covers important issues affecting the field, and
discusses the key aspects of methodology, practice,
strategy, and theory. Also includes a color insert.
This book discusses text and image relationships in the
history of art from ancient times to the contemporary period
across a diversity of cultures and geographic areas.
Focusing on the use of words in art and words as art forms,
thematic chapters include “Pictures in Words/Words in
Pictures,” “Word/Picture Puzzles,” “Picture/Word Puzzles,”
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“Words as Images,” “The Power of the Word,” and “Monumental
and Moving Words.” Chapter subsections further explore crosscultural themes. Examining text and image relationships from
the obvious to the elusive, the puzzling to the profound,
the minor to the major, the book demonstrates the diverse
ways in which images and writing have been combined through
the ages, and explores the interplay between visual and
written communication in a wide range of thought-provoking
examples. A color insert is included. Instructors
considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.
The Internet is changing the way we communicate. As a cross
between letter-writing and conversation, email has altered
traditional letter-writing conventions. Websites and chat
rooms have made visual aspects of written communication of
greater importance, arguably, than ever before. New
communication codes continue to evolve with unprecedented
speed. This book explores playfulness and artfulness in
digital writing and communication and anwers penetrating
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questions about this new medium. Under what conditions do
old letter-writing norms continue to be important, even in
email? Digital greetings are changing the way we celebrate
special occasions and public holidays, but will they take
the place of paper postcards and greeting cards? The author
also looks at how new art forms, such as virtual theatre,
ASCII art, and digital folk art on IRC, are flourishing, and
how many people collect and display digital fonts on
handsome Websites, or even design their own. Intended as a
time capsule documenting developments online in the mid- to
late 1990s, when the Internet became a mass medium, this
book treats the computer as an expressive instrument
fostering new forms of creativity and popular culture.
Playful Letters
The Interplay of Text and Imagery
From Point to Pixel
Sacred Languages of the World
A Comprehensive Visual Guide to the Language, History, and
Practice of Typography
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The Story of A
Language in the Visual Arts
Pending
Preschool workbook with alphabetical letters to educate your children and also to
educate and entertain immediately, the maze fun game is available with the coloring
book. Even the youngest children can have an easy time learning the alphabet with
this charming coloring book. Each letter of the alphabet is illustrated by an object
whose name begins with that letter; Examples: Trace letter"B is for Bear" And
many more like that Do you have a 2-5 year old toddler? This activity alphabet
workbook has 79 pages of easy beginner lessons for Toddlers. It also has a cute maze
game with coloring to develop the mind for both fun and learning Let's see what's in
the workbook for children Learning words for kids with alphabetic letters Coloring
fruits with alphabetical letters Letter maze game that you will have fun while
learning
• Why are Americans superstitious about two-dollar bills? • Why do we have twelve
months in a year instead of ten, or six, or even twenty? • Why do we celebrate
foolishness on the first day of April? • Why is yawning contagious? • Why is the
number thirteen considered to be unlucky in so many different cultures? The A to Z
of Everyday Things tells the surprising stories behind twenty-six seemingly ordinary
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objects and activities. From calendars and money to tulips and sideburns, this book
uses commonplace items to explore the rich but often overlooked cultural history of
our everyday lives. In the end, The A to Z of Everyday Things offers us a picture of
modern life and how we got here in a funny, quirky, and highly readable form.
An essential guide for teaching and learning computational art and design:
exercises, assignments, interviews, and more than 170 illustrations of creative work.
This book is an essential resource for art educators and practitioners who want to
explore code as a creative medium, and serves as a guide for computer scientists
transitioning from STEM to STEAM in their syllabi or practice. It provides a
collection of classic creative coding prompts and assignments, accompanied by
annotated examples of both classic and contemporary projects, and more than 170
illustrations of creative work, and features a set of interviews with leading
educators. Picking up where standard programming guides leave off, the authors
highlight alternative programming pedagogies suitable for the art- and designoriented classroom, including teaching approaches, resources, and community
support structures.
The A to Z of Everyday Things
The Alphabetic Labyrinth
Type Matters
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Comparative Textual Media
A History of Communication Technology
Transforming the Humanities in the Postprint Era
The Vanguard Messiah

A guide to type design and lettering that includes relevant theory,
history, explanatory diagrams, exercises, photographs, and illustrations,
and features interviews with various designers, artists, and illustrators.
Each letter of the Hebrew alphabet was first a picture with a purpose, a
drawing with meaning. Yes, there are codes in the Bible. They go back to
the beginnings, to Egyptian hieroglyphs and to Phoenician, Middle
Eastern and Hebrew alphabets, from which most languages emerged. For
seekers or anyone interested in origins, alphabets or the Bible, Hebrew
for the Goyim is the book for you. "Pat Hutchens is an audacious talent,
enormously creative and a life-long learner. This book is one of her finest
accomplishments." Dr. Orley Herron Critically acclaimed author and
former President of National Louis University, Evanston, Illinois "Pat
Hutchens book is valuable for the library of scholars, students or anyone
fascinated by the literature and life of ancient Israel. Hebrew for the
Goyim is carefully researched, informative and a lot of fun." William L.
Armstrong President, Colorado Christian University United States
Senator, 1979-91. Pat Mercer Hutchens, from Winnfield, Louisiana, began
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Hebrew studies in Jerusalem, Israel. She studied at Wheaton College with
the famous Dr. Barton Payne and was elected to the National Scholastic
Honor Society in Hebrew Studies, at Fuller Theological Seminary where
her husband graduated, and in Tel Aviv, Israel, where for two years the
family immersed themselves in the Hebrew language, culture and religion
of Judaism. Returning to Chicago, Pat graduated with an MFA from
Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, where she began intensive
studies of Hebrew letters as an early art form. Pat earned an MS from
National Louis University and recently a PhD from Louisiana Baptist
University in Theology and Biblical Studies, with a concentration in
Hebrew. Pat and her husband co-authored a book, Guilty, Keeping God's
Covenant of Love with Israel. She writes bi-monthly articles on the
Hebrew letters for The Jerusalem Connection, International (www.tjci.org)
in Washington, D.C.
The rapid rise in popularity of maps and geography handbooks in the
eighteenth century ushered in a new geographic literacy among nonelite
Americans. In a pathbreaking and richly illustrated examination of this
transformation, Martin Bruckner argues that geographic literacy as it was
played out in popular literary genres--written, for example, by William
Byrd, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Royall Tyler, Charles
Brockden Brown, Meriwether Lewis, and William Clark--significantly
influenced the formation of identity in America from the 1680s to the
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1820s. Drawing on historical geography, cartography, literary history,
and material culture, Bruckner recovers a vibrant culture of geography
consisting of property plats and surveying manuals, decorative wall maps
and school geographies, the nation's first atlases, and sentimental
objects such as needlework samplers. By showing how this geographic
revolution affected the production of literature, Bruckner demonstrates
that the internalization of geography as a kind of language helped shape
the literary construction of the modern American subject. Empirically rich
and provocative in its readings, The Geographic Revolution in Early
America proposes a new, geographical basis for Anglo-Americans'
understanding of their character and its expression in pedagogical and
literary terms.
In "Sefer Yeṣirah" and Its Contexts, Tzahi Weiss explores anew the
contested history of Sefer Yeṣirah, in the process extending our
knowledge of Jewish intellectual traditions excluded from rabbinic canon.
Routledge Revivals: Medieval Islamic Civilization (2006)
Iconicity in Language and Literature 3
Maps, Literacy, and National Identity
Alphabet Writing Skill Can be Improved for Kids, Also There is a Labyrinth
Game in Letters to Have Fun
The Word is Worth a Thousand Pictures
Unraveling the Mystery of the Alphabet from A to Z
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Alphabet Learning and Writing Book and Alphabet Coloring Book for Kids
The Spiritual Imagination of the Beats is the first comprehensive
study to explore the role of esoteric, occult, alchemical,
shamanistic, mystical and magical traditions in the work of eleven
major Beat authors. The opening chapter discusses Kenneth Rexroth and
Robert Duncan as predecessors and important influences on the
spiritual orientation of the Beats. David Stephen Calonne draws
comparisons throughout the book between various approaches individual
Beat writers took regarding sacred experience - for example, Burroughs
had significant objections to Buddhist philosophy, while Allen
Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac both devoted considerable time to studying
Buddhist history and texts. This book also focuses on authors who have
traditionally been neglected in Beat Studies - Diane di Prima, Bob
Kaufman, Philip Lamantia and Philip Whalen. In addition, several
understudied work such as Gregory Corso's 'The Geometric Poem' inspired by Corso's deep engagement with ancient Egyptian thought are given close attention. Calonne introduces important themes from
the history of heterodoxy - from Gnosticism, Manicheanism and
Ismailism to Theosophy and Tarot - and demonstrates how inextricably
these ideas shaped the Beat literary imagination.
This book is a comprehensive illustrated account of the technologies
and inventions in mass communication that have accelerated the
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advancement of human culture and society. A History of Communication
Technology covers a timeline in the history of mass communication that
begins with human prehistory and extends all the way to the current
digital age. Using rich, full-color graphics and diagrams, the book
details the workings of various mass communication inventions, from
paper-making, printing presses, photography, radio, TV, film, and
video, to computers, digital devices, and the Internet. Readers are
given insightful narratives on the social impact of these
technologies, brief historical accounts of the inventors, and sidebars
on the related technologies that enabled these inventions. This book
is ideal for students in introductory mass communication, visual
communication, and history of media courses, offering a highly
approachable, graphic-oriented approach to the history of
communication technologies.
For the past few hundred years, Western cultures have relied on print.
When writing was accomplished by a quill pen, inkpot, and paper, it
was easy to imagine that writing was nothing more than a means by
which writers could transfer their thoughts to readers. The
proliferation of technical media in the latter half of the twentieth
century has revealed that the relationship between writer and reader
is not so simple. From telegraphs and typewriters to wire recorders
and a sweeping array of digital computing devices, the complexities of
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communications technology have made mediality a central concern of the
twenty-first century. Despite the attention given to the development
of the media landscape, relatively little is being done in our
academic institutions to adjust. In Comparative Textual Media, editors
N. Katherine Hayles and Jessica Pressman bring together an impressive
range of essays from leading scholars to address the issue, among them
Matthew Kirschenbaum on archiving in the digital era, Patricia Crain
on the connection between a child’s formation of self and the
possession of a book, and Mark Marino exploring how to read a digital
text not for content but for traces of its underlying code. Primarily
arguing for seeing print as a medium along with the scroll, electronic
literature, and computer games, this volume examines the potential
transformations if academic departments embraced a media framework.
Ultimately, Comparative Textual Media offers new insights that allow
us to understand more deeply the implications of the choices we, and
our institutions, are making. Contributors: Stephanie Boluk, Vassar
College; Jessica Brantley, Yale U; Patricia Crain, NYU; Adriana de
Souza e Silva, North Carolina State U; Johanna Drucker, UCLA; Thomas
Fulton, Rutgers U; Lisa Gitelman, New York U; William A. Johnson, Duke
U; Matthew G. Kirschenbaum, U of Maryland; Patrick LeMieux; Mark C.
Marino, U of Southern California; Rita Raley, U of California, Santa
Barbara; John David Zuern, U of Hawai‘i at M?noa.
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Binding the Ghost considers the theological depth, resonance, and
mystery of the acts of reading and writing. Ed Simon presents a
lyrical, incisive, and humane sacralization of reading and writing
that takes into account the wonder, enchantment, and mystery of the
very idea of poetry and fiction.
Other Jewish Voices
Meggs' History of Graphic Design
The Origins of Letters from Antiquity to the Present
A Study in Early Modern Alphabetics
Lettrism between Jewish Mysticism and the Avant-Garde
Binding the Ghost
Style and Substance in the Age of Information

An innovative examination of typography as a medium of communication rather than part of
print or digital media. Typography is everywhere and yet widely unnoticed. When we read type,
we fail to see type. In this book, Kate Brideau considers typography not as part of "print media"
or "digital media" but as a medium of communication itself, able to transcend the life and death
of particular technologies. Examining the contradiction between typographic form (often
overlooked) and function (often overpowering), Brideau argues that typography is made up not of
letters but of shapes, and that shape is existentially and technologically central to the typographic
medium. After considering what constitutes typographic form, Brideau turns to typographic
function and how it relates to form. Examining typography's role in both the neurological and
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psychological aspects of reading, she argues that typography's functions exceed reading;
typographic forms communicate, but that communication is not limited to the content they carry.
To understand to what extent the design and operations of the typographic medium affect the
way we perceive information, Brideau warns, we must understand the medium's own operational
logic, embodied in the full diversity of typographic forms. Brideau discusses a range of
topics--from intellectual property protection for typefaces to Renaissance and Enlightenment
ideal letterforms--and draws on a wide variety of theoretical work, including phenomenological
ideas about comprehension, German media archaeology, and the media and communication
theories of Vilém Flusser and others. Hand-drawn illustrations of typographic forms accompany
the text.
Letters are tangible language. Joining together in endless combinations to actually show speech,
letters convey our messages and tell our stories. While we encounter these tiny shapes hundreds
of times a day, we take for granted the long, fascinating history behind one of the most
fundamental of human inventions--the alphabet. The heart of the book is the 26 fact-filled
“biographies” of letters A through Z, each one identifying the letter’s particular significance for
modern readers, tracing its development from ancient forms, and discussing its noteworthy role
in literature and other media. We learn, for example, why the letter X has a sinister and sexual
aura, how B came to signify second best, why the word “mother” in many languages starts with
M, and what is the story of O. Packed with information and lavishly illustrated, Language Visible
is not only accessible and entertaining, but essential to the appreciation of our own language.
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"Though there are many books about the history of the alphabet, virtually none address how that
history came to be. In Inventing the Alphabet, Johanna Drucker guides readers from antiquity to
the present to show how humans have shaped and reshaped their own understanding of this
transformative writing tool. From ancient beliefs in the alphabet as a divine gift to growing
awareness of its empirical origins through the study of scripts and inscriptions, Drucker describes
the frameworks-classical, textual, biblical, graphical, antiquarian, archaeological, paleographic,
and political-within which the alphabet's history has been and continues to be constructed.
Drucker's book begins in ancient Greece, with the earliest writings on the alphabet's origins. She
then explores biblical sources on the topic and medieval preoccupations with the magical
properties of individual letters. She later delves into the development of modern archaeological
and paleographic tools, and she concludes with the role of alphabetic characters in the digital era.
Throughout, she argues that, as a shared form of knowledge technology integrated into every
aspect of our lives, the alphabet performs complex cultural, ideological, and technical functions,
and her carefully curated selection of images demonstrates how closely the letters we use today
still resemble their original appearance millennia ago"-From Sign to Signing
A Genealogy of Digital Aesthetics
Medieval Islamic Civilization
Communicating Online
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